
 

 
 

 

That One Way 

 
 

Oyezzz is the prize now 
yeah moving that one way 

out my way so I can fly now 
yeah I knew I would one day – 

 
Meek Mill stay woke I'm loving you home 

Championship & Dream Chasers moving that one way 
nowadays money & major figures are standing strong 
graduating from the projects to building the Barclay – 

 
I switched the products never my hustles 
cause I'm forever moving that one way 

corporate & hood relations oily flexing their muscles 
yeah I'm talking shining that one way – 

 
you know it’s great when your haters starts to love you 

yeah now you know you moving that one way 
I say f**k um I'm graduating vehicles & spaces now 

yeah I'm starting to graduate that long way – 
 

pound 4 pound even incarcerated I'm holding it down 
the Statute of Liberty yeah standing that tall way 
five star solutes loving to see you ladies shine 

Oyezzz is a movement Me Too moving that one way – 
 

Gretchen & Stormy made the temperature rise 
two entirely different bosses moving their own way 

Washington we're convinced political parties are shady 
so much greed & propaganda moving that one way – 

 
kids are studying massacres this shit is crazy 

we have to embrace our youth yeah that strong way 
no doubt if you daytime like Wendy & Ellen 

yeah you are definitely primetime that one way – 
 

when I think of Cali and the Lakers excelling 
it's still Snoop, Ice Cube, and NWA all day 

Beyonce changed the game without ever asking 
the game yeah first lady moving her own way – 

 
ITL is the Oyezzz brand I created within the trenches 

yeah I'm finding & branding success my own way 
Reporting ITL (Inside The Lines) yeah that one way – 

 



 

 
 

 
Mr. President how insensitive are you 

alleging internal 'witch hunts' by the DOJ 
hundreds of thousands are actually innocent doing life 
yeah compared to what's going on we're Frito Lay's – 

 
it's not a good look pressuring top officials 

inquiring about Russia and detrimental probes 
when it’s your relations spewing double standards 

on law and applications in all caps and bold – 
 

in the hood we are ticketed 
for speeding & going against that one way 

I've never seen such power with a desire to tweet 
layers of some real shit mixed with propaganda with no foreplay – 

 
a business guru, hustler, and a gentleman 

swagged out like Miami, Maybachs, and Rossi 
so you know your border proposal's is contradictive 

cause the international water's still moving that one way – 
 

Presidential solutes to Sean Combs, Lebron James 
and all past and presents bosses opening schools 

there are so many like minds striving everyday all day 
Oyezzz is here write something let it fly and #that1way – 

 
Written (05/27/18) by Clifton A. Jackson 

Your Oyezzz activity, s/m likes, repost & hashtags are appreciated! 
 


